Analysis of seismic data suggests that hydrocarbon deposits are often associated with higher than usual values of attenuation, but this is often ignored during AVO analysis. We develop a technique for modeling the effect of anomalous values of attenuation, and associated dispersion, on the seismic response. Our results suggest that a central role is played by the frequency dependence of the reflection coefficient, and the behaviour can be understood in terms of an extended version of the Rutherford-Williams framework. Analysis of two field datasets demonstrates the potential relevance of these ideas to AVO interpretation.
Introduction
Seismic "low-frequency effects" have been noted with reference to reflections from hydrocarbon saturated rocks for many years (Taner et al., 1979) , but recently there has been an upsurge of interest in the the topic (Castagna et al., 2003; Korneev et al., 2004; Ebrom, 2004) . Much of this interest has been driven by the increasing success of modern spectral decomposition methods which render the frequency dependent character of the reflections particularly clear. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether these observations represent the true earth response or whether they have been induced by processing methods.
What does appear clear is that direct Quality factor (Q) measurements indicate that hydrocarbon zones often show abnormally high values of attenuation. We consider that there are two very strong candidate mechanisms for the attenuation anomaly: increased scattering and squirt-flow. These mechanisms are in a sense similar, both describe the transition between low frequency limits (perfect fluid pressure equalization for the squirt-flow based idea and Backus averaging for the scattering approach) and high frequency limits (isolated inclusions or the ray theory limit), with dispersion and attenuation taking place between the limits. Plausible arguments suggest that the introduction of hydrocarbons will in both cases move the limits further apart giving rise to higher values of attenuation.
In either case we expect that the abnormally high attenuation will be associated with dispersion. Consequently, this paper examines the effect of including fluid-sensitive dispersion and attenuation into the standard AVO modeling approach. We arrive at an extended version of the Rutehrford-Williams interpretation framework and show how it can be used to interpret field seismic data.
Theory
The point of this paper is to study the effect of combining the standard Gassmann analysis with fluid sensitive dispersion and attenuation. For ease of computation we use the model of Chapman et al. (2002) in our calculations.
Such models are designed to study the frequency dependence of velocity and attenuation, but in general are suboptimal tools for tasks such as predicting velocityporosity trends and shear-wave velocity prediction which are of the essence for AVO analysis. We therefore propose to use our model to provide a dispersion correction to an existing rock physics model. We achieve this with an extension of the method of Chapman et al. (2003) . The inputs to the modeling are the P-and S-wave velocities, considered to be valid at a particular frequency f, the density, porosity and fluid properties. These are the standard inputs to AVO equations. We are then in a position to introduce dispersion and attenuation through two additional parameters, a crack density and a characteristic frequency. These parameters represent the uncertainties in the dispersion analysis; the crack density controls the magnitude of the dispersion and the characteristic frequency controls the frequency range over which the dispersion occurs. An infinite characteristic frequency returns us to the Gassmann limit whereas attenuation is significant when the characteristic frequency is close to the seismic band. In this paper we will assume a crack density of 0.1.
With this arrangement we calculate synthetic seismograms for layered models using a reflectivity algorithm which has been adapted to handle frequency dependent complex elastic tensors. To capture the concept of an attenuation anomaly in the reservoir, we make the simplifying assumption that every layer other than the reservoir has purely elastic properties, while the reservoir layer is taken to be attenuative. Two major differences exist between the dispersive and elastic cases; attenuation occurs during transmission through the dispersive layer and the reflection coefficient itself becomes frequency dependent. The importance of the transmission effect depends on the thickness of the attenuating layer, but the frequency dependence of the reflection coefficient is relevant even for very thin layers.
We will first illustrate the theory with a numerical example. This will simulate a shale overlying a sandstone, with only a weak contrast in the elastic properties. This is an example of class II behaviour in the terminology of Rutherford and Williams (1989) .
We calculate the reflection coefficients in the low and high frequency limits for both water and gas saturation. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . Since velocities are predicted to increase with frequency the high frequency reflection coefficient is always greater than the corresponding low frequency coefficient. The fact that gas saturation results in high values of attenuation leads to the prediction that the low and high reflection coefficient curves are further apart in the gas saturated case than they are in the water saturated case.
A result of this arrangement is that when dispersion is significant, the frequency dependence of the reflection coefficient tends to make the reflections from the gas saturated layer richer in low frequencies than the water saturted case. This turns out to be a rather general result for reflections with a negative reflection coefficient.
The predicted behaviour can be validated by computation of synthetic seismograms. The simplest case is when we have only two layers, an elastic layer overlying a layer with frequency dependent properties. In this case, the reflection from the top of the reservoir layer can be isolated, and the frequency response is influenced entirely by the reflection coefficient; no propagation has taken place in a dispersive layer.
We have extensively studied the influence of the dispersion on the reflections in this case. The shift towards lower frequencies in the gas saturated case when dispersion is important is very clear. This can be seen by comparison of the spectra of the reflected P-waves. When we divide the spectrum for the water saturated case by that for the gas saturated case we consequently find a spectral ratio with a positive slope with respect to frequency.
The behaviour of the reflection from the base of the frequency dependent layer is more complicated, resulting from the action of two transmission coefficients, a reflection coefficient and dispersion during propagation. The propagation effect has a tendency to stretch the wavelet between the traveltime associated with the high frequency limit and that associated with the low frequency limit. Since the high frequency components travel faster the character of the wavelet changes and we see a high frequency head followed by a longer low frequency tail. These tails can be detected using instantaneous spectral attributes. When the frequency dependent layer is thin, the effect of tuning is superimposed upon this behaviour.
Data Examples
We apply these ideas to study a bright spot on a surface seismic dataset, associated with an oil reservoir. We define two zones, one inside the anomaly and one outside. In both zones we see class III behaviour with the amplitudes increasing with offset. We now window the arrivals on the stacked section, perform a Fourier transform and stack the amplitude spectra from each zone. The result of this is shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen that the reservoir zone has a higher amplitude than the flank zone, and is in general richer in low frequencies.
An interpretation of this behaviour can be given in terms of the ideas developed above. Figure 3 shows the reflection coefficients in the low and high frequency limits for a class III interface. The introduction of gas causes an increase in amplitude, with the greatest increase occurring in the low frequency limit.
Calculating synthetic seismograms for this case allows us to see the predicted effect on seismic data. Performing similar processing to that applied to the field data, we arrive at average spectra for water and oil saturation both in the low frequency limit (Gassmann case) and with attenuation and dispersion present. This allows us to form spectral ratios for these cases. In Figure 4 we show the spectral ratios between water and oil saturation for the Gassmann case, the dispersive case and, for comparison, the spectral ratio between the two zones in the field data. As might be expected, the Gassmann spectral ratio is independent of frequency but the dispersive case shows a trend towards a positive slope which is also suggested by the data.
A similar analysis was carried out for a second anomaly; this time a dim spot associated with a gas reservoir. This was found to be a class I interface. Again two zones were defined, both inside and outside of the anomaly. On the prestack gathers amplitudes decrease with offset for both cases. The average spectra for both cases are shown in Figure 5 ; it appears that the anomaly is both lower amplitude and generally higher frequency than the flank zone. Figure 6 shows the predicted limiting behaviour of the reflection coefficients for such a class I case. The introduction of gas leads to a dimming, but this dimming is more severe at low frequencies, indeed a phase reversal is predicted in the low frequency limit.
Again we calculate synthetic seismograms and compute the average spectra for the case with and without dispersion. The resulting spectral ratios for the frequency dependent case and the Gassmann case are compared to the data in Figure 7 . In this case the spectral ratios in the Gassmann case are not constant with frequency because of the influence of the phase reversal. A trend towards a negative slope is evident both in the data and in the dispersive case.
We carried out a study to assess the influence of tuning with various layer thicknesses on our analysis. The tuning effect creates notches in our calculated spectra, but the general trend of the slopes can still be seen.
Conclusions
This paper has studied the effect of introducing fluid related dispersion and attenuation into the standard framework for AVO analysis. We have utilized a rock physics model which predicts frequency dependent elastic constants in conjunction with a reflectivity scheme which permits the use of such frequency dependent elastic tensors. To capture the case of an attenuation anomaly in the reservoir we assume no dispersion in the overburden.
The effect of the dispersion on transmission is clear on our synthetic seismograms, particularly when we have thick reservoir layers, but the most dramatic effect is the frequency dependence of the reflection coefficient. This leads to an extended Rutherford-Williams interpretation framework in which the frequency response is related to the AVO behaviour at the interface.
Analysis of field data confirms our analysis. Although superficially the frequency response is very different between the two cases we consider, these differences can be explained by the difference in the AVO class between the two cases.
We view our results with some caution since we cannot differentiate whether the frequency anomalies in the data have been induced by petrophysical or processing factors. Nevertheless, we argue that the existence of anomalously high attenuation and related dispersion in hydrocarbon saturated zones is a strong candidate mechanism for the frequency anomalies observed in seismic data. 
